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Abstract: Hermetic microcircuit packaging was the dominant method of protecting semiconductor devices in the 1960s and 

1970s. After losing majority market sectors to plastic encapsulated microelectronics over the last a few decades, hermetic 

packaging remains the preferred method of protecting semiconductor devices for critical applications such as in military, space, 

and medical fields, where components and systems are required to serve for several decades. MEMS devices impose additional 

challenges to packaging by requiring specific internal cavity pressures to function properly or deliver the needed quality (Q) 

factors. In MEMS multichip modules, internal pressure requirement conflicts arise when different MEMS devices require 

different internal gases and pressures. The authors developed a closed-formed equation to model pressure changes of hermetic 

enclosures due to gas ingression. This article expands the authors mathematical model to calculate gas pressure of a MEMS 

multichip module package as well as those of MEMS devices inside the multichip module package. These equations are not only 

capable of calculating service lifetimes of MEMS devices and multi-chip modules but can also help develop MEMS device 

packaging strategies to extend the service life of MEMS multi-chip modules. 
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1. Introduction 

Hermetic packaging of semiconductor components for 

critical and long-service life applications remains the 

preferred packaging method, while most semiconductor 

devices for consumer and commercial uses are packaged in 

plastics. This is especially true for some MEMS devices that 

require certain internal gases and/or gas pressure ranges. 

Examples of MEMS devices that require hermetic packaging 

include gyroscopes [1], RF switches [2, 3], RF phase shifters 

[4], oscillators [5], and IR sensors [6]. To achieve a high Q 

factor, vacuum needs to be sealed in certain MEMS cavities or 

packages [7-13]. Often, getters are integrated in the package to 

maintain vacuum levels by adsorbing or absorbing outgassed 

species within the package or die cavity [14]. There is another 

class of MEMS device which requires more positive pressures 

in the cavity to dampen the ringing of the moving structures 

[15, 16]. 

To reduce impedance of transmission lines among 

different devices and reduce component sizes, multiple 

devices are co-packaged in close proximity in one package 

to form a multi-chip module (MCM). Complications could 

arise when MEMS requiring vacuum and MEMS requiring 

a higher working gas pressure are co-packaged in the same 

MCM. Wafer-level capping of the MEMS devices in their 

own hermetic cavities can mitigate this gas pressure 

conflict for a short period of time. However, these devices 

in the MCM package will eventually affect each other 

through gas ingresses and egresses. In addition to internal 

gas exchanges, ambient air will also leak into the MCM 

package and change the common environment of the 

individual MEMS devices. 

The authors are not aware of an existing mathematical tool 

that models the gas pressure changes of a MEMS MCM 

package cavity and the individual MEMS device cavity. While 

initial gas pressures and leak rates of the MEMS MCM and the 

MEMS devices are known, how these pressures evolve over 

time is not clear. Recently, the authors published a 

closed-form equation that governs gas ingression of hermetic 
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packages [17]. The current article expands the equation to gas 

ingress and egress of individual MEMS packaged inside the 

MEMS MCM housing. 

The updated equation herein can be used to calculate gas 

pressure and vacuum level of each MEMS device in Figure 1 

and to determine if all the devices individually and the MCM 

would meet the required service life requirements. The 

authors demonstrate the utility of the equation in developing 

packaging strategies by balancing the pressures of the MEMS 

devices and the MCM cavity to achieve the performance and 

lifetime requirements. An equivalent gas pressure concept is 

proposed and choices of gases in some MEMS devices are 

explored. 

This article embodies the derivations of mathematical 

equations that govern gas ingress and egress of MCM 

packages and individual MEMS devices based on first 

principles. Reports with future experimental results will be 

published elsewhere. 

2. MEMS MCM Descriptions and Gas 

Pressure Equations 

2.1. MEMS MCM Description 

To demonstrate the utility of the equation presented in this 

article, a MEMS MCM model is first introduced. The 

hermetically sealed MEMS MCM contains a gyroscope 

MEMS, an accelerometer MEMS, and a read-out IC (ROIC), 

Figure 1. These devices are attached on a silicon interposer. 

Electrical routing among the devices is achieved through wire 

bonds and traces on the interposer. The ROIC receives and 

processes signals from the MEMS and reports the results to 

the system. 

 

Figure 1. MEMS MCM floor plan. 

The gyroscope and accelerometer MEMS as seen in Figure 

1 are sealed in their own hermetic cavities through wafer-level 

lidding processes. The initial gas pressure within a typical 

gyroscope MEMS cavity is nominally 1 mtorr. The pressure 

within a typical accelerometer MEMS cavity is nominally 760 

torr. The initial gas pressure in the MCM package is also at the 

millitorr level, but for this illustration is slightly greater than 

that of the gyroscope MEMS cavity. In this situation, air will 

thus ingress into the MCM package cavity, while gases in the 

package cavity will ingress into the gyroscope MEMS, hence 

the gyroscope MEMS can be regarded as a gas drain. 

Adhering to the above-described scenario, the gyroscope will 

be referred to as the drain in this article. Gases in the 

accelerometer MEMS will leak out into the MCM package 

cavity. In the same vein, the accelerometer MEMS is a gas 

source MEMS, source MEMS, or source. Gas pressure 

changes due to outgassing and getter absorption are outside 

the scope of this article. 

2.2. MEMS MCM Package Cavity Pressure Equation 

Equation (1) summarizes the MCM package cavity gas 

pressure change according to the gas flow directions described 

above: 

���� � ����	 
 ∆��  ∆��                            (1) 

where ����	 is the MCM package cavity pressure increase due 

to external air ingress. ∆��  is the package cavity pressure 

increase due to gas egress from the gas source MEMS. ∆�� is 

the package cavity pressure reduction due to gas leakage from 

the MCM cavity into the gas drain MEMS. Gas flow rates are 

all in the fine-leak domain. According to Fang and Menk [17], 

the first term on the right-hand side of (1) is: 

����	��� � ����  ����,�� �1  exp	� � !"
#�$, !" %&'(&) *

+
, �-. 


����,�                                    (2) 

where ����	��� is the MCM package cavity gas pressure at 

time t due to air ingression from the atmosphere, ��� is the 

atmospheric pressure outside the package, ����,� is the initial 

gas pressure inside the package, /��� is the measured helium 

leak rate of the package after bombing at �0,��� , V is the 

package cavity free volume. 12�  and 13  are the molecular 

weights of helium and air, respectively. 

The initial gas partial pressure in the gas source MEMS is 

greater than that inside the package cavity. As shown by Howl 

and Mann [18], the gas flow rate from a high-pressure 

enclosure to a low-pressure surrounding is: 

#45�4
56 � 7 %8&*

+
, ���  �����                    (3) 

where 9� and �� are the source cavity free volume and the gas 

pressure of the gas source MEMS, respectively. C is the gas 

conductance of the leak channels of the source MEMS seal, T 

is absolute temperature, M is the molecular weight of the gas 

sealed in the MEMS cavity, and ����  is the MCM package 

cavity gas pressure. Integrating (3) from time 0 to t and 

rearranging for ��: 

�� � ��,�  ���,�  ����� �1  exp � :
#4 %8&*

+
, �-.  (4) 

where ��,� is the initial gas pressure of the gas source MEMS 

cavity. If the source MEMS cavity is sealed with PO = 1 atm 

air and the MCM package cavity is in absolute vacuum, the air 
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leak rate from the MEMS cavity into the package is: 

; � 7� 8&)�
+
,�<                                      (5) 

Substituting (5) into (4): 

�� � ��,� − (��,� − ����) �1 − exp �− �
#4�= %&)& *

+
, �-. (6) 

And from fundamental gas kinetics theory [19]: 

;>13 = ;2�>12�                                   (7) 

and observing: 

;2� = ��=
�$                                          (8) 

Plugging (7) and (8) into (6), the MEMS cavity pressure at 

time t is: 

�� = ��,� − (��,� − ����) �1 − exp	�− �4
#4�$,4 %&'(& *

+
, �-. (9) 

From time 0 to time t, MEMS cavity pressure decreases by: 

 (10) 

The amount of gas to leak out of the source MEMS is: 

? = ∆�4#4
�8                                      (11) 

This is also the amount of gas transferred to the MCM 

package cavity, therefore: 

∆��9� = ∆����9���                          (12) 

The package pressure increase due to gas source MEMS 

contribution is: 

∆���� = ∆�4#4
# !"                              (13) 

Plugging (10) in (13): 

∆�� = #4
# !" (��,� − ����) �1 − exp	�− �4

#4�$,4 %&'(& *
+
, �-. (14) 

Equation (14) is the second item of the right-hand side of 

(1). 

As described by Fang and Menk equation, gas pressure of 

the gas drain MEMS follows: 

��(�) = ����� − ��,�� �1 − exp	�− �@
#�$,@ %&'(&) *

+
, �-. + ��,� (15) 

where ��,� is the initial gas pressure of the gas drain MEMS 

cavity. /� is the measured drain MEMS helium leak rate after 

bombing at �0,�. The pressure change at time t is: 

∆�� = ��(�) − ��,� =
����� − ��,�� �1 − exp	�− �@

#�$,@ %&'(&) *
+
, �-.  (16) 

As with (11), the amount of gas leaked into the gas drain 

MEMS from the MCM package cavity is: 

? = ∆�@#@
�8                                       (17) 

This causes the package cavity pressure to decrease by: 

∆���� = ∆�@#@
# !"                                    (18) 

Plugging (16) into (18), the package cavity gas pressure 

reduction due to gas loss to the gas drain MEMS is: 

∆���� = #@
# !" ����� − ��,�� �1 − exp	�− �@

#�$,@ %&'(&) *
+
, �-. (19) 

Plugging (2), (14), and (19) into (1), the gas pressure of the 

MCM package cavity with source and drain MEMS at time t 

is: 
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2.3. Application of MEMS MCM Package Cavity Pressure 

Equation 

For demonstration purposes, Table 1 lists example cavity 

sizes, initial gas pressures, and helium leak rates of the MCM 

package, gas source MEMS, and gas drain MEMS. Helium 

bombing pressure used in all leak rate testing is 5.1 atm. 

Table 1. Package and MEMS information. 

Item Cavity size, cc Initial gas pressure, atm Helium leak rate, atm cc/sec 

MCM package 0.7513 1.32E-03 3.5E-12 

Gas source MEMS 0.0053 1.0 5.6E-11 

Gas drain MEMS 0.007 1.00E-06 5.6E-11 

 

Figure 2 shows annual gas pressure increase of the MCM 

package and the contributions of atmospheric air ingress, gas 

source MEMS, and gas drain MEMS as described in (20). As 

air leaks into the MCM package, the cavity gas pressure 

increases. When this occurs, the driving force of further gas 

ingress decreases and, therefore, the amount of annual MCM 

cavity gas pressure increase reduces year after year. This 

phenomenon is also observed on the trend of the annual gas 

∆�A = �A,B − �A = (�A,B − ��CD ) �1 − exp	�− /A
9A�E,A %1FG1 *

1
2 �-. 
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contribution from the source MEMS. Gas pressure of the 

source MEMS decreases more quickly because of its greater 

gas leak rate and the smaller cavity volume as compared to 

that of the MCM package. These factors compound on the 

ability of the gas source MEMS to further contribute gas to the 

MCM cavity. The increase of gas pressure in the MCM 

package cavity increases the driving force of gas ingress into 

the drain MEMS, hence the slope of the corresponding line is 

slightly positive. Since gas egress from the source MEMS into 

the MCM package dominates the MCM cavity pressure 

change during this period, the annual package cavity pressure 

curve follows the trend of that of the source MEMS 

contribution curve as seen in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Annual gas pressure increases of MEMS multi-chip module package and the contributions of the source and drain MEMS. 

Figure 3 depicts the cumulative gas pressure changes in the 

MCM package cavity. The increase of package gas pressure, 

the contribution of air ingress from atmosphere, and the 

contribution of the gas source MEMS are read from the 

primary vertical axis, which is logarithmic. Air ingress from 

atmosphere and gas egress from the source MEMS cause the 

MCM package cavity pressure to increase over time. The 

MCM package gas leaks into the drain MEMS as read from 

the secondary vertical axis, which is linear, in Figure 3. This 

leak rate is orders of magnitude smaller compared to the 

amount of gases ingress into the MCM cavity from 

atmosphere and the source MEMS. 

 

Figure 3. Cumulative gas pressure changes of MCM package cavity and its contributors. 

2.4. Gas Pressures of the Gas Source and Drain MEMS 

Cavities 

With a known cavity pressure in the MEMS MCM package, 

pressures of the gas source MEMS and gas drain MEMS can 

be calculated using (9) and (15), respectively. Figure 4 shows 

cavity pressures as functions of time over 40 years. The foci of 

this examination are on the cavity pressures of the gas source 

MEMS and gas drain MEMS. Assuming that the gas drain 

MEMS functions well as designed when the cavity gas 

pressure is below 0.01315 atm (10 torr) and the gas source 

MEMS works properly as long as its cavity pressure remains 
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above 0.85 atm, it is clear from Figure 4 that the gas drain 

MEMS device would continue to perform at the required Q 

factor level for much longer than 40 years. The gas source 

MEMS device, on the other hand, could only function for less 

than 8 years. 

 

Figure 4. Cavity gas pressure of MEMS multi-chip module package, gas source MEMS, and gas drain MEMS. 

2.5. Strategies to Extend Service Life of the Gas Source MEMS 

2.5.1. Reduction in Leak Rate of Gas Source MEMS 

 

Figure 5. Service extending effects by reducing gas leak rate and using heavier gas. 

The most effective approach to extend the service life of the 

gas source MEMS is to seal the MEMS devices better and 

reduce the gas leak rate, /� . The upper curve of Figure 5 

shows that, by reducing /� from 5.6×10
-11

 atm cc/sec He to 

1×10
-11

 atm cc/sec He, the source MEMS cavity pressure can 

be maintained above 0.85 atm for 37 years. 

2.5.2. Seal Heavier Gases in Source MEMS 

Equation (9) reveals an important strategy one could exploit 

to extend the source MEMS service life. The most commonly 

used gas in a source MEMS cavity is nitrogen, and the initial 

filling pressure is typically 1 atm. Nitrogen gas molecules 

exert reactive momentum on the moving MEMS structures to 

damp their movements and prevent ringing. If a heavier gas 

like argon is sealed in the source MEMS cavity, the gas 

molecules would more effectively damp the ringing 

movements of the MEMS structures. Since the molecular 

weight of argon gas is 1.43 times that of nitrogen gas, an 

equivalent damping effect may be achieved by initially filling 

the cavity of the source MEMS with argon to 0.70 

atmospheres, which is the molecular weight ratio of nitrogen 

to argon. The reduced initial source MEMS gas pressure 

would reduce the driving force for argon to egress out of the 
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source MEMS and would thus prolong the time it takes for 

Argon pressure in the source MEMS cavity pressure to drop to 

85% of the initial gas pressure. This strategy maintains the gas 

damping effect and extends the service life of the source 

MEMS. The lower curve in Figure 5 shows that by initially 

filling the source MEMS cavity with 0.7 atm argon, one could 

extend the service life of the source MEMS from 37 years to 

44 years. 

2.5.3. Increase Initial Source MEMS Gas Pressure 

If the lowest leak rate of a source MEMS is 3×10
-11

 atm 

cc/sec He, one can also take an opposite approach to that 

shown above and increase the initial gas pressure of the source 

MEMS cavity. Using (9), one can easily find the initial 

nitrogen or argon pressures for the source MEMS to guarantee 

that, at the expected end of service life, the source MEMS 

would function at the requested performance level. Figure 6 

shows that by setting the initial pressure of 1.5 atm and 1.4 

atm for nitrogen and argon, respectively, the source MEMS 

cavity pressure will be above 0.85 atm for more than 40 years. 

When employing this approach, one needs to use (20) to verify 

that the drain MEMS pressure is not pushed above its working 

pressure limit. Of course, this approach may require facility 

and process adjustments. Equation (20) demonstrates an 

effective method to develop and verify MEMS MCM 

packaging strategies to meet service life requirements. 

3. Conclusion 

The authors have developed a closed-form gas pressure 

equation that governs gas pressure of MCM packages as well 

as those of gas source and gas drain MEMS devices inside the 

MCM packages. Examples are given to demonstrate the 

applications of the equation to MEMS MCM and its pieces to 

gas source and gas drain MEMS devices. Packaging engineers 

can use the equation to develop MCM packaging strategies. 

System and reliability engineers can use this work to verify 

that the gas source and gas drain components can deliver the 

required functionality and performances throughout the 

required MEMS MCM service life. 

 

 

Figure 6. Effects of increase of the initial source MEMS cavity pressure on the internal pressures of the MEMS devices. 

Increase initial source MEMS cavity pressure to achieve source MEMS service life. 

The initial source MEMS pressure increase does not shorten the drain MEMS life. 
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